Mount Greylock Regional School District School Committee
Location: Zoom Remote Meeting
Date: Thursday, March 25, 2021 Time: 6:01pm
Present: Christina Conry, Carrie Greene, Michelle Johnson, Jose Constantine, Julia Bowen, Curtis
Elfenbein, Steve Miller
Also present: Jason McCandless, Joe Bergeron

I.
II.

III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.

XI.

XII.
XIII.

Call to order
MISSION: At Mount Greylock Regional School District, our mission is to create a community
of learners working together in a safe and challenging learning environment that
encourages restorative-based processes, respect, inclusive diversity, courtesy, integrity, and
responsibility through high expectations and cooperation resulting in life-long learning and
personal growth.
Public Comment
Approval of minutes- March 11, 2021 VOTE
FY22 Budget Discussion VOTE
Gift from Adams Community Bank to MGRS for 2021 Graduation VOTE
Policy Subcommittee: Face Coverings Policy (EBCFA) update VOTE
Finance Subcommittee Update
Superintendent Updates: A. School Re-opening B. Tiered Monitoring Visit--Patrick Priester
Upcoming meetings: A. Finance Subcommittee Meeting - April 8, 2021 at 4 PM B. School
Committee Meeting - April 8, 2021 at 6 PM C. Finance Subcommittee Meeting - April 22,
2021 at 4 PM
Motion to move into Executive Session with intent to return to open session per M.G.L.
Section 21(a)(3) to discuss strategy with respect to collective bargaining (Cafeteria Workers)
as an open meeting may have a detrimental effect on the bargaining of the School
Committee and the Chair so declares
Approve recommendation for leave VOTE
XIII. Motion to adjourn

MINUTES:
I.

Call to order at 6:01pm

II.

MISSION: At Mount Greylock Regional School District, our mission is to create a community
of learners working together in a safe and challenging learning environment that
encourages restorative-based processes, respect, inclusive diversity, courtesy, integrity, and
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responsibility through high expectations and cooperation resulting in life-long learning and
personal growth.

III.

Public Comment
None

IV.

Approval of minutes- March 11, 2021 VOTE
Moved by Curtis, seconded by Jose.
Julia: Section 3: Budget presentation: says presentation on resources district planning on
bringing on, says a DEI, heard it differently as work to do before get there. Reads as there
will be one in next budget.
Jake: Happy to clarify: the iBerkshires caught the correct nuance: mishearing extended to
another news source in Berkshire county as a definite. What I said was something to the
effect that it is not a question of if, from my perspective as superintendent, but when, and
right now in this current budget is not necessarily the when. We have a lot of work to do to
get from leader of the district on down more practiced and adept / better tool kit to be full
allies to a host of different types of students before a position like this will be anything but a
frustration for an individual. Can talk a bit more about this in the budget presentation, your
hearing is what I did mean to say. Appreciate efforts of people in the town, but let us do our
work first in strategic planning and have this as an organic outgrowth.
Carrie: Maybe remove that phrase from that sentence. Say the superintendent is
considering his position in the future. Next sentence: Consideration of a DEI staff member is
ongoing.
Julia: Or quote Jake directly.
Steve: It will be captured in these minutes.
Julia: In section 10, upcoming meetings: we cancelled the March 18th meeting and should be
reflected in the minutes.
Carrie: In section 11 shared thanks: did mention we will be approving in the next meeting,
should say so in the minutes.
Amendments approved by Curtis and Jose.
passes unanimously (Bowen aye, Conry aye, Constantine aye, Elfenbein aye, Greene aye,
Johnson aye, Miller aye)

V.

FY22 Budget Discussion VOTE
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Jose: Thanks as always for a thoughtful and effective presentation. Question is the DEIB
parts of the proposed budget. From my understanding proposing an investment in
consulting services that will help us define the role of the potential DEIB director. $30,000
for facilitated professional development, tens of thousand for DEIB investment (textbooks,
social salary support). Question: as we continue to engage in this work, try to improve our
engagement, what is the outcome by which we / community can judge our success? What is
the measurable outcome?
Jake: This one of the reasons I like the strategic planning approach as the community helps
us identify these. In the absence of these, having the community express to you as the
elected reps or the DIRE committee or the selectboard or to each other that the school
district is listening, not just listening to check a box but to learn and improve – this is one of
the outcome. Hearing from our students that our students who represent diversity in all its
forms have a stronger sense of belonging, that all from the school comm to the
superintendent to people who work with them daily are all aware / interested in making
sure heard and feel as strong a sense of belonging as all others in the district is an outcome.
Having our parents respond / students respond that something happened at school today
and everything stopped and we talked about it. Or someone said I’m going to stop you hear
in this conversation b/c that is not going to be allowed here, and here is why. I struggle here.
We don’t have a DEIB MCAS that gives us a thumbs up or down. Working together as a
community we can have a sense of are we doing at all, and are we doing it correctly. Get a
sense of what measures make sense. Don’t have those answers now, but think can get
there.
Jose: Quick follow-up: Probably going to be some skepticism / pessimism on our approach.
Not going to judge if right or wrong, gets me back to putting ourselves / district in a position
where we can honestly evaluate how effective our initiatives are. Already consulting with
services, or considering. Many can also provide an independent oversight. Consider in future
budgets an independent outside oversite. Someone / service who can evaluate if on the
right track. Think it would help build confidence in our approach and ensure success.
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Michelle: As a special ed teacher I make measureable goals all day. What is missing is our
current level of performance. Where are we now? If cannot establish a baseline…. Just
putting out there. Hard to quantify. Completely subjective. I want to be careful with this. I
think the best measure is the students themselves. Do they feel comfortable / feel we are
listening / taking action. They already have plans.
Julia: Start with a lot of gratitude for Jake and Joe, and to Jose and Michelle for thoughts on
this important topic. Want the DEI and some other positions. Would like to understand how
this plays out, costs will continue, want to know about sustainability and the impact on our
reserves.
Michelle: Can you go over numbers in preK.
Joe: The FTE changes seeing are from FY21 actual (living in) to the FY22. Currently because
of remote academy operating with one additional special ed working at both schools, so
effectively a .5 increase at each school over what was budgeted for FY21. Moving to a full
FTE position at each, but from where we are that is now a .5 over actual, a 1 over budgeted.
Carrie: The finance committee has looked at this today, have met twice before, we are ready
to make a motion after Joe presents to support and after that can discuss.
Joe: Bigger picture financially.

Differences now from two weeks ago are mostly from summer expenditures.
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Keeping assessments to towns low by utilizing more tuition / choice in coming year.

Pulling out of the pandemic, covering a lot of one-time expenses, view this as a responsible
way to move forward to help towns gradually introduce increases to assessments.

E&D: if have extra funds can move from one year to the next. Does have a limit, 5% of
operating budget, cannot go over that, tuition and school choice do not have limits.
Carrie: not reporting any here as we have not had the E&D numbers certified, doesn’t mean
won’t be but…

Joe: Cannot use our funds like this forever, but for 2-5 years can, hopefully just this and next
year to move to the new updated form.
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Town of Lanesborough might be interested in some of the one-time expenses, such as
summer programs, and fund that not out of the assessment. So take the $114,000 increase
can explore with their finance committee to utilize $60,000 in free cash from their town so
not increasing their baseline assessment the full 2% but rather only about 1%.
Carrie: On behalf of the finance sub-committee, move to accept the proposed budget. If
E&D is certified will use funds from there, if not from tuition and choice. Carrie moves, Julia
seconds, the motion below.
MOTION to accept the FY22 Mount Greylock Regional School District Budget, as
presented, for the period from July 1st 2021 through June 30, 2022 in the amount of
$24,082,474 for the FY22 Operating Budget and $1,497,675 for the FY22 Capital
Budget.
Excess & Deficiency use in the amount of $240,000 will be a part of the overall budget
once the necessary funds are certified. If those funds are not certified, the Districtâs
use of the Tuition revolving account will be increased by $240,000.
The FY22 combined operating and capital assessments to our member towns are as
follows: The Town of Lanesborough: $5,876,831 and the Town of Williamstown:
$12,346,994.
Jose: What about funds Joelle applied for?
Jake: What Joelle applied for is money to support transition to new ELA program. Not paying
for items. Not one of the priority school districts in the commonwealth. IF we receive or do
not receive doesn’t impact the budget just makes it more powerful in rolling out the new
curriculum.
Julia: In a slide talked about a grant for the summer program. Don’t know what will receive
in additional covid funds. If receive….
Jake: If get summer school grant: able to run those acceleration academies a week before
school starts. If don’t still doing everything else. Doesn’t impact the budget, just adds
programming at five or six very strategic grades for students who would benefit from
intensive week long…
Joe: if additional covid funds arrive: first option might be not to use as much tuition and
choice so do not spend down as fast. Second option could be to increase programming or
utilize funds in another way hopefully not too many after effects.
Julia: What might have helped me see is a three year plan, is that ever a matter of course, as
hard to see the effect of one-time costs….
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Joe: On a $23,000,000 budget: normally rise at 1.5% a year from staffing, that’s on the order
of $200,000+. Also our district is really only in its third year, so hard to do these
comparisons, Jake and I are both new and just learning how to live with the FY21 budget
that neither of us created, think we will exit in better financial shape than would have been
projected, but at a disadvantage in predicting how will end FY21 / FY22 so can project out
for FY23. If come to us in Nov/Dec will feel a lot better about FY23 and what that means for
FY24.
Curtis: Line item questions. Administrative salary fluctuations at the district level. Lot of
director positions in 1-3%, almost a 5% decrease in director of IT software….
Jake: new hire, replacing more senior.
Curtis: Likewise district HR went up about 10%.
Joe: underbudgeted in FY21. Plenty of areas where apples to apples do not look like apples
to applies this year.
Curtis: WES/LES principal increases in line with each other, but MtG was a 10% increase and
WES assistant principal a 15%.
Joe: FY21 budgeting, new contracts issued in June or July of 21 that were significantly
different, we have double/triple checked those numbers, have not issued any contracts that
are somehow novel or above/beyond what they were prior.
Passes unanimously (Bowen aye, Conry aye, Constantine aye, Elfenbein aye, Greene aye,
Johnson aye, Miller aye)
Carrie: for when we leave zoomland: this is one of the few roll call votes, shows the
importance of the budget for the school committee.

VI.

Gift from Adams Community Bank to MGRS for 2021 Graduation VOTE
From Adams Community Bank:
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Motion to accept by Julia, seconded by Carrie.
Note: have to vote to accept gifts, did thank them in last meeting, principal and team wrote
a letter of thank.
Passes unanimously (Bowen aye, Conry aye, Constantine aye, Elfenbein aye, Greene aye,
Johnson aye, Miller aye)

VII.

Policy Subcommittee: Face Coverings Policy (EBCFA) update VOTE
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The individual:
· has trouble breathing;
· is unconscious;
· is incapacitated;
· cannot remove the mask or face covering without assistance.
In addition, masks or face coverings will not be required for anyone who has a medical,
behavioral or
other challenge making it unsafe to wear a face mask or face covering. A written note from a
physician is
required for a requested exemption.
Additionally, face masks or face coverings will not be required when appropriate social
distancing is
enforced:
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· during mask breaks;
· while eating or drinking;
· during physical education classes; (REMOVE)
· while outside. (REMOVE)
Exceptions to this policy under certain circumstances, such as for students with medical,
behavioral or
other challenges who are unable to wear masks, must be approved by the building principal
in
consultation with the school nurse or local Board of Health. Face shields or physical barriers
may provide
an alternative in some instances.
A student’s mask or face covering is to be provided by the student’s family. Staff members
are
responsible for providing their own face coverings. However, the district will supply
disposable face
covering for individuals who arrive at a building, or board school transportation, without
one.
If students are in violation of this policy, the building principal will consult with the parent /
guardians to determine whether an exception is appropriate, or the student may be
removed from the school building for in-person learning until such time as they can comply
with the requirement or the requirement is lifted.
Violations of this policy by staff will be handled in the same manner as other violations of
School Committee policy.
Only visitors approved by Administration who are in compliance with this policy will be
permitted to enter the school building during school hours.
This policy will remain in place until rescinded by the School Committee.
LEGAL REF.: Commonwealth of Massachusetts, COVID-19 Order No. 31 https://www.mass.gov/doc/may-1-2020-masks-and-face-coverings/downl
oad
REFS.: Center for Disease Control and Prevention – Considerations for Wearing Masks https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/cloth-f
ace-cover-guidance.html
Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education – Reopening
Guidelines - http://www.doe.mass.edu/covid19/
Commonwealth of Massachusetts – Mask Up MA! –
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https://www.mass.gov/news/mask-up-ma
CROSS REF.: JICA- Student Dress Code
SOURCE: MASC – August 2020

Carrie: move to approve revision to face covering policy EBCFA, Curtis seconds.
Julia: Noticed ‘ALL’ is missing in last spot.
Jake: Typo.
Julia: Put in all.
Julia: should there be a sentence saying masks will be required in physical education and
when outside to emphasize they must be.
Jake: Fine with that if you believe brings more clarity, that’s what we’re aiming for.
Carrie: Fine with second. Don’t think we need all.
Julie: Fine with not all.
Carrie/Curtis fine with amendment on clarity.
Curtis: List of potential exemptions: has trouble breathing – open to interpretation…. Is this
trouble breathing in general or just when wearing a mask?
Jake: Agree that says just trouble breathing and not medically documented.
Joe: Given the paragraph that follows we can safely eliminate individuals may be excused so
that only possible reason that stands is masks / face covering for medical / behavioral
condition requiring a note. Would simplify the policy overall, still have the one situation that
is an allowance.
Carrie: For some people can have an event that means they need to remove the mask for a
short time.
Jake: Perhaps the written note from a physician covers the concern. Happy to run back by
legal counsel, I feel this has us covered, given that folks are not looking for outlandish
exemptions.
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Joe: Take the individual and replace with ‘in the event the individual’ (proposed by Elea
Kaatz)
Passes unanimously (Bowen aye, Conry aye, Constantine aye, Elfenbein aye, Greene aye,
Johnson aye, Miller aye)

VIII.

Finance Subcommittee Update
Carrie: want to thank Finance Subcommittee members, have met several times with Joe and
Jake, been a really good process, lot of thoughtful conversations.

IX.

Superintendent Updates: A. School Re-opening B. Tiered Monitoring Visit--Patrick Priester
Patrick will talk about upcoming visit from DESE.
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We are in group A
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Jake: Thanks Pat for heading this up, lot of work, opportunity to learn about ourselves, give
families a voice. Grateful to the state for doing this, grateful to Patrick and entire team for
making a meaningful experience.
Looking forward to welcoming preK-6 to five full days of instruction on April 5th. Working
hard to make real, in a way that is safe, core part of every educator is excitement, the very
reason we do what we do.
April 28th, Wed, is the day for middle school to begin in person 5 days a week. We were on a
zoom meeting with commissioner two days ago, etched in stone so planning on it. Has not
said anything about high school students, that will come in April, guidance on graduation,
singing, orchestra. Do not have a date from state for high school full time. Our vision is that
we want our high school students back as quickly as possible, if not on the same day as the
middle school students…. Will continue to work collaboratively with all.
Working for full in-person. Providing N95 masks for educators who want them, work to help
educators get vaccinated, improving masking policy, continue to prepare classrooms / public
spaces, plans for eating, traveling thru hallways. Part of lunch plan are use of tents at
elementary schools.
Do continue to ask / borderline begging all in communities to remember so much of our
ability to come back to school in safe ways depends on choices we make every minute of
every day. Have the power to protect one another, can keep school fully in person, can live
in more normal / routine ways. Can live in ways to allow kids to be kids. By masking, hand
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washing, making responsible choices on activities / travel, how well follow guidelines when
return from travel, this will determine how long we can stay in school in person. Can do this,
can have school in person and keep community safe. Must act as good neighbors. Ask
people to keep in mind as make choices.
Felt need to say something as a leader in the community: 18 people murdered in the last 10
days (Atlanta, Boulder). We grieve alongside families of these murdered individuals and
their communities. Including all our Asian-American communities where many belong.
Grieve with others lost, including victims of domestic violence, hate, …. We continue to
hope and to demand that those in power are guided by valuing all people and insisting work
as hard as can to correct historical wrongs. Hope and demand those in power educate selves
and communities in ways that lead to real justice and peace, address trauma and not blame
on people who have been for decades or generations…. Demand our heads are guided by
self-reflection on our won roles and complicity, and our power to make change. Demand
hearts guided by compassion for all, demand our hands put to work to bring about
conditions where all feel justice and glow of peace, and all doing better by all. Thank you for
allowing me a few minutes to address what has on a human level been a horrific few days in
our nation.

X.

Upcoming meetings: A. Finance Subcommittee Meeting - April 8, 2021 at 4 PM B. School
Committee Meeting - April 8, 2021 at 6 PM C. Finance Subcommittee Meeting - April 22,
2021 at 4 PM

XI.

Motion to move into Executive Session with intent to return to open session per M.G.L.
Section 21(a)(3) to discuss strategy with respect to collective bargaining (Cafeteria Workers)
as an open meeting may have a detrimental effect on the bargaining of the School
Committee and the Chair so declares
Motion by Michelle, seconded by Julia.
Passes unanimously at 8:10pm (Bowen aye, Conry aye, Constantine aye, Elfenbein aye,
Greene aye, Johnson aye, Miller aye)

XII.

Approve recommendation for leave VOTE
Motion to approve the leave as requested be approved. Moved by Michelle, seconded by
Steve.
Passes unanimously (Bowen aye, Conry aye, Constantine aye, Elfenbein aye, Greene aye,
Johnson aye, Miller aye)
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XIII.

Motion to adjourn
Moved by Michelle, seconded by Steve.
Passes unanimously (Bowen aye, Conry aye, Constantine aye, Elfenbein aye, Greene aye,
Johnson aye, Miller aye)

Adjourned at 8:26pm

Minutes by Steven Miller, Secretary

Approved 4.8.21
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